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The purpose of education is to help students
learn, grow and help them realise their full potential
in all aspects of life. But due to COVID-19, children are
not able to play with their friends or meet their
teachers and learn. This definitely will impact the
child’s growth but learning should never stop and we
have to learn to quickly adopt new practices and adapt
to new situations and grow.
I hope these tough times are over soon and we get back to our
traditional way of learning and teaching one another. The newsletter
‘Anantha Drishika’ brings much needed positivity and cheer to the
students and teachers. I wish them all the best.
I end with my prayers ‘Lokaha samastha sukhino bhavanthu’.
Regards
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About the School

Anantha Vidyaniketana is a school started by the Avathi N. Vekategowda
Education Trust. The School offers students teaching, environment and
infrastructure comparable with the best. Anantha Vidyaniketana is built on
the foundation that every child is equally capable of achieving his/her
potential.
The School has seen tremendous growth over the past decade, while its
commitment to quality with a student centric approach,has seen it rise to
prominence.

Dear Parents & Students
Greetings! Hope this note finds you and your family in the best of health. Covid-19 has
drastically changed our daily routines and lifestyles. But we hope to get back to our
normal routines as soon as possible. COVID has brought us a new appreciation for all
that we took for granted like family, friends and health.
This edition of ‘Anantha Drishika’ brings out the school life and times during COVID-19
and will be memorable for all students and teachers. Hopefully the only one during
COVID.
When the pandemic started and children stopped coming to school, we switched to the
online mode as soon as possible, our teachers adapted fast, even with limited
resources and infrastructure. They are doing a phenomenal job despite the pandemic
taking a toll on their personal and professional lives. The teachers prepare extensively Shri A. V. Kempe Gowda
and utilise the 40 minutes online class to the optimum. The Management of ANVG Trust
Secretary
are proud of our teachers who have struggled hard to ensure students do not miss their
ANVG Education Trust
academics and are striving to keep the continuity in learning.
Students also have had a new experience of using technology for education other than for gaming and entertainment.
Online learning has opened up new opportunities for learning but still cannot replace classroom teaching and school.
We hope the joy of teaching and learning at school returns and we are able to see children happily playing in the
playground or actively learning in class along with their friends without any fear of a new wave of pandemic. Till then
we urge all children to follow COVID protocols, stay safe and healthy and attend online classes regularly.
We are thankful to all Parents for co-operated and supported us during these difficult times and ensure learning never
stops.
Dear parents and students,
“Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all”
- Aristotle
The world today is changing at such an accelerated rate and we as educators
need to pause and reflect on this entire system of education. We at Anantha
strive to ignite for lifelong and self-directed learning and positive growth in
every student.

Smt. Padmaja Vaidyanathan
Principal, Anantha Vidyaniketana

At Anantha, we encourage students to develop skills to work collaboratively,
think critically and have a positive attitude for overall development. To have
International exposure for students, we had enrolled for IDS (International
Dimension in Schools with British Council.

This project is an International platform where our school showcased the talents of our students and received
appreciation from their peers in other countries like Taiwan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, Sri Lanka and Nepal. For the first
time our students were exposed to interactions with other countries and learnt about their culture and traditions. It
opened up new pathways to learn and connect with students and teachers from other countries. Since the year 2020
was COVID-19 year and schools were working only on online mode which was very challenging and amazing to see how
they presented themselves and handled like professionals.
Our actions are born from our thoughts, our thoughts are the product of our values, and values come from our own
belief system. If we believe life is miserable, we attract misery; if we believe life is beautiful, we attract happiness. We
get what we focus on; so, focus that good things will happen and it is one of the strong variables, which will impact you.
I take this opportunity to thank our management for their co-operation and support in all our endeavors.
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International Dimension
In Schools Collaborative
Projects from British
Council- Virtual
Activities
LOOKING AT THE WORLD FROM A LARGER PERSPECTIVE.
Our school embarked on a new journey, IDS (the International
Dimension in Schools) to promote collaborative learning with our
international partner schools. To give an international dimension to our
curriculum was another feather in the cap of the school. It gave the
students the opportunity to research, explore the curriculum concepts
and establish peer discussion The collaborative class rooms helped
children to embrace each other's uniqueness and perspective and most
importantly achieve group goals. Though a challenging task, during the
on going pandemic time but it was taken up with a daunting spirit.

Mrs. Anuradha Sharma
IDS Co-ordinator

International Dimension In
Schools In-house Projects
from British CouncilVirtual Activities

Precious than silver, precious than goldWater

Money Money Money
Modes of Transportation
Live and Let Live

The international dimension in schools in-house activities, a part of
collaborative learning taken up by grade 1 to 6 helped building a
learning pattern that will have a lasting impact on children and
enforce in them the skills such as communication, critical thinking,
collaboration and creativity. Learning became passion with the fun
filled activities.

FEEDBACK FROM COLLABORATIVE SCHOOLS ACROSS THE WORLD
Recently I read many India news about the COVID19
I am very impressive about Indian
teachers and classmates about your getting worse, even the students could not go to school
friendly and welcomed. This surely together. But I saw our Indian friends are not depressed
because of this. In our visual interaction via Google
encouraged us not only the students
meet,
I can feel their enthusiasm and energy. And when
but also the teacher to become a
I
see
their
presentation, I feel so moved that everyone is
better speaker. From students’
so into their presentation and so professional. Not only
presentations, we realize the
the online presentation, they also actually make the
culture about Indian fermentation
dishes. They are working so hard!! I hope we did
food. Some are in daily life, some
transfer our appreciation and admire to them. I wish
are made in only special occasion.
they can feel it and get better in COVID19 situation.
- Lulu Lee
- H102-4 Mi Wu
IDS Co-ordinator
Hang Wen International school
Hang Wen International school
Taiwan
Taiwan

Dear Mrs. Anuradha Sharma We were delighted with
the projects in which we saw the greatness of the people
of India and their abilities despite the circumstances of
this time. The students of my school have benefited
greatly from them, and I would like to. Send my best
wishes to all the school staff and students and also Mr.
Kempe Gowda, Director of your school, with my best
wishes for progress and progress.
- Tarek Farag
Helmiet El-Zeitoun Distinguished Language School
Egypt

I think this session is so great. Beside interacting
with classmates in school, we exchange our
learning outcome with foreign friends. I think it is
meaningful. Our sight was opened oversea and
break the limits in school. And I knew many great
Indian friends who is living so far from us.
I feel so special to have a class together at the
same time with our Indian friends. Every Indian
classmate works so hard in their presentation, not
becoming lazy since they are lock down in their
home. Even more, they made the fermented food
when we are in visual interaction. It was so cool.
And their speaks are so quick and fluent, without
any pulse or thinking. So brilliant!!

य ीमती अनुराधा शमा हम उन प रयोजना से स थे जनम
हमने इस समय क प र
तय के बावजूद भारत के लोग क
महानता और उनक मता को दे खा। मेरे व ालय के छा को
उनसे ब त लाभ आ है, और म चा ंगा। आप सभी कूल टाफ
और छा को शुभकामनाएं भेज और साथ ही म के े गौड़ा,
आपके व ालय के नदे शक, मेरी नरंतर ग त और उ त क
कामना के साथ, कूल के मुख, तारेक फ़राग
Helmiet El-Zeitoun Distinguished Language School
Egypt

IDS project was an amazing exposure for all of us
IDS Collaborative activities gave us wonderful
especially children learnt a lot from it. Migrants
experience. The study of the migrants and the
topic was judiciously chosen and undoubtedly
exposure that the project gave to the students is
migrants are an asset to every country. Students
invaluable. It not only taught the students to be
talkied about their dignity and the respect they
thankful for what they have but also they learnt
deserve as human beings as well as workers.
from it to be empathetic rather than sympathetic.
Students got a wonderful platform by
There is a hope to see a small change through this
participating in various activities and
project as the youth of today are the nation
presentation of every activity was a milestone in
builders. Last but no the least, the students and itself to each student. I hope such activities in these
crisis of COVID-19 will surely help them in
teachers will always be grateful for the wonderful
grooming their overall personality development
opportunity they got through this project.
and certainly help them in their near future.
- Arifa
Indian International School Al Majmaah
- Ghousia
Indian International School Al Majmaah
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia

Its a very wonderful time to be with you and make
today's program a great success. We would like to
thank to Mr. Tippeswamy sir for giving his
valuable words and time. The program remained
very informative. Now its time to awake ourselves to
save the nature. Students presented different comic
stories with very excellent expression. Thanks to
Anuradha Sharma ma'am, principal ma'am and
entire team of Anantha Vidyaniketana School.
- Surya Paudel
Everest English Boarding School
Nepal

- H102-12 WI CHI
Hang Wen International school
Taiwan

For giving us this opportunity to
be a part of this wonderful
project! THANK YOU! principalPadmaja ma'am, Zohra ma'am,
Anuradha Ma'am, Kavya
ma'am, Srirupa ma'am, Sheeza
ma'am, Birrintha ma'am and all
the other teachers....
-Shaukat Hayat
Principal, Indian International School
Al Majmaah
Saudi Arabia

I'm glad to share a few words about the pretty journey, we - the Methodist Girls' College,
Trincomalee and Ananda Vidya Niketan School of Bangalore went through last year.
I am satisfied that the students of both schools participated with great interest to learn a
lot about the waste management. 3R's - Reduce Reuse Recycle- were the key words of
the project.
Our students were able to implement them at school as well as at their homes. The
pandemic situation made them to be at home during most part of last year.
It was a wonderful experience for our students and they gained a lot about waste
management. They've shared vast knowledge between you too.
We wish to maintain a good relationship with your school always.
Blessings to you all.
- Mrs.S.John Thevathas

Principal, Methodist Girls' College, Trincomalee,
Srilanka.
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ೂ
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ಾವ
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आज का संदेश

Communicative activities
for English language
teaching

Just a Minute Session

We strongly believe that educational development isn't the only step towards growth
of a child. Our curriculum integrates recreational activities with academic
development through regular events, promoting an enjoyable atmosphere. Even
through virtual mode JAM sessions are regularly being conducted in secondary and
high school by the English department. JAM sessions hones a child's communication
skills, boosts confidence and helps overcoming stage fright .

Experiencing new wave of learning

Just a minute

Story telling

This year we started virtual classes with hesitation for grade 1 to 5, as it was new for
both teachers and students. Later on, as classes went on we were more comfortable
to create a very good environment virtually for students.Thanks to digital technology
which has provided us with many software tools to make sure that the content is
engaging the child's attention and learning happening in a fun way.
The following activities in English classes,made an individual to put an effort to speak
boldly and fluently. For instance,instantly writing stories for given topics and shown
objects, individual effort of listening to stories from podcasts, reciting poems
,enacting a story and games like treasure hunt,dice game,talking puppets and many
more.
If you want to teach people a new way of thinking, don't bother trying to teach them.
Instead, give them a tool,the use of which will lead to new ways of thinking.

Activity to match the objects
used in daily life and create
2 D models using clay, fruits
and vegetables.
Ascending order and Descending order

Fun with
Numbers and
Shapes

Introduce the term "Ascending Order" and
"Descending Order" when teaching the Math
skill of ordering numbers (arranging numbers
in a particular sequence). Ascending Order
means arranging the numbers from smallest
to biggest. Descending Order is the opposite:
arranging the numbers from biggest to
smallest.

Creating a 3-D model using cardboard sheet

Shapes are a basic part of geometry for students at all
levels. These projects address three-dimensional shapes at
multiple skill levels. Project-based learning not only
provides opportunities for students to collaborate their
own learning and also helps children identify and organise
visual information.
Science Online exploration

To make learning joyful and take the children to a realistic world through online
mode, augmented reality was used.
To enhance the aesthetic development and bring creativity Drawing and Clay
modelling competition were held on the topic of Modes of Transportation for
Grade 1 and 2.
Grade 4 explored plant life through various online activities.
Students of grade 6 and 7 depicted various physical and chemical changes They
shared their videos and photographs.
Grade 9 and 10 used tips and tricks to learn the chemistry Modern form of
periodic table , They enthusiastically made video of themselves and uploaded
pics.

Creative Experiences
All of us are well acquainted with the idiom, “Familiarity breeds
contempt”. But that is not always true. At times familiarity makes one
enlightened, prudent, redeeming a person out of his/her world of
ignorance. This is what happened with the students of 6th standard.
The mapping activity conducted on the continent of South America
and its countries, proved so. The students not only became familiar
with the names of the countries of South America, but got acquainted
with their exact location, history etc. Well that proves, “familiarity
breeds enlightenment”.

To develop proficiency for
creativity
and
create
awareness
about
global
warming, the 9th graders took
up the scrap book activity.
YOUR WORTH IS NOT DEFINED BY THE WAY PEOPLE TREAT YOU

CONSERVATION IS A STATE OF HARMONY BETWEEN MAN AND LAND

"Self-portraits
are a way of
revealing
something about
oneself" based on
the caption
students have self
portraits
themselves in life
skill class.

ADORNING FEELINGS WITH PAINT AND BRUSH

To bring
awareness about
environment and
waste
management
students have
planted saplings in
the waste bottles
and decorated
their home .

Valedictory Function
Anantha bids adieu! to the out going batches.
Anantha emotionally bids adieu! to our outgoing 10th
graders on 31st March 2021. Covid had hugely affected
the school and college sectors and forced us to make
changes in the way we operate, be it online classes or any
other activity. We surmounted all obstacles that was
thrown at us, in a very short time. The students look
forward to the farewell function organised by the alma
mater every year and this year also it was not an
exception. We were fortunate enough to organize the
function in the school premises itself in the most
traditional way since in schools for the batches appearing
for the board Exams, were allowed for a brief period. The
function included, welcoming the students with traditional
earthen lamps, a melodious farewell song sung by the
juniors, an outstanding dance performance, oath taking,
presenting mementos and special prizes for remarkable
skills. Our honourable principal in her welcome address
stressed on expanding knowledge by reading habits and
doing constructive things. In spite of the ongoing crisis, no
stone was unturned to make the valedictory function a
grand affair. The students took back home all the
memories to cherish throughout their lives.

Online Field visit conducted by Nimhans

Nimhans workshop

The event was an initiative carried out by Mrs. Anuradha Sharma, department
of Science and Mrs. Padmaja Vaidyanathan, Principal in coordination with
NIMHANS for students in learning Science beyond textbooks on the 29th of
January, 2021. The online session was led by a team of doctors from NIMHANS;
Bengaluru specialized in Neurology who covered topics on human nervous
system and its disorders along, and facts about human brain. There was also
display of various real life specimens of brain disorders infected by various
fungus and bacteria. The students were excited throughout the session and
indeed had a good learning experience. The doctors advised the students to eat
healthy food, play outdoor games and avoid any activities
that could cause harm to the brain. The students were also cautioned to put on
a head gear while riding bicycles to avoid any damages if an accident occurs.

Online workshop on E-waste by EnSYDE

E-waste workshop

On August 4 Friday between 2:30 to 3:30 pm, an E waste
management campaign was conducted in online mode with 90
plus teachers and students of grade 10.The speakers were
from Legal E- waste disposing organization of Ensyde. The
experts were Mr. Ankit Kumar and Miss Ameya Neelam. They
explained about causes and statistical comparison
demonstrating amount of e- waste disposal in various states of
India. They listed out the harm full effect of incorrect disposal
of E- waste to ecosystem. Children were suggested and
encouraged to collect and dispose e waste in correct way in
future.

THE 2020

'LOCK DOWN DIARY'

February 2020 , our schools officially closed
The impact of corona had hit us hard and confined us at home
and as the last bus left the school campus
Students rejoiced and created a ruckus.
Expecting that there will be eternal peace.
The notification of google classroom made our joy cease.
Clouds of stress of the year slowly crowded our mind.
The ocean of syllabus and exams made students whine.
The first few classes were filled with awkward silence.
Teachers continuously asked for confirmations of audio and video.
As the portions started , the ice slowly broke .
We actively started participating in online mode.
As time passed everything seemed comfortable and back on track.
Collaboration calls from Nepal , Egypt and Taiwan
Ignited the creative fire in us .
Comics , magazines and ppts filled the drive folders
And zoom calls filled the calendar's schedules.
When the schools finally opened in January 2021
Final exams and send off parties were the talk of the town.
By the time we could get used to it
Corona spread increased and school hours decreased .
Now here we are
Stuck in the midst of network issues and four hour classes.
The google classroom notifications still pop up.
Except this time they bring a small ray of hope.
The hope that one of these messages will indicate opening of schools

When the lockdown started, I was ecstatic.The exams were
cancelled, the sun was shining. I was happy, and confident I
would be OK. After all, how hard could staying at home possibly
be? After a while, the reality of the situation started to sink in.
However, over time, I found ways to deal with the pressure. I
realised that lockdown gave me more time to the things I loved,
hobbies that had been previously swamped by schoolwork. I
started baking, drawing and writing again, and felt free for the
first time in months. I had forgotten how good it felt to be
creative. I started spending more time with my family. I hadn't
realised how much I had missed them.
Few days later, I felt so much better. I understand how difficult
this must be, but it's important to remember that none of us is
alone. No matter how scared, or trapped, or alone you feel,
things can only get better. Take time to revisit the things you
love, and remember that all of this will eventually pass. All we
can do right now is stay at home, look after ourselves and our
loved ones, and look forward to a better future.

-APEKSHA U C
CLASS 9C

- Medha Raj Sharma
Grade 10B

'LOCKDOWN' THE ACROSTIC WAY
Long time staying at home,happens
Once in a century or decades.
Cheering up is obviously required.
Keep distance between people when you go out.
Don’t forget to wash your hands frequently.
Only stay home and stay safe .
When will this end?we don't know.Only one thing we know that….
Nurses, doctors and police officers and all the frontline workers deserve a
grand salute!
- Hasini
Grade 10A

FULFILLING DREAMS AND PASSIONS!
Covid made lockdown was fun,
I cooked and cleaned till it was done,
The only thing I did was eat and sleep.
Morning I could not hear the vehicles beep,
Instead I heard the birds sing.
Covid made lockdown locked us in.
Games which was neglected came out,
My neighbor's dog gave birth to twin,
gardening became a passion for me.
Let this continue
till covid completely sets us free.

SCHOOL DAYS ,FUN DAYS
Where are all those fun days?
A book of innumerable fables,
dusty black boards, broken chalks
friends and fun all day.
Hop and run early for school bus,
muddy shoes ,flying hair,
marathon race all the way.
Where are all those fun days?
The same days,a year later,
an app of lockdown diaries,
flashy monitors ,dancing arrows,
laptop and mobile all the day.
Pop up messages early to join classes,
hanging screens ,network issues
loading and loading all the way.
Oh!God get me out of these lockdown days

-DIVYA.S
Grade 10C

-VARSHINI H.R
GRADE 9C

THE EDITORIAL
ONLINE- THE OFFBEAT PATH

The unprecedented and unpretentious changes brought in by the recent pandemic has created a situation
where the education sector was in for a shock and surprise. Where on one hand the lush green fields of
school campus was beckoning us and on the other hand the axe of corona was hanging above our heads,
demanding to adapt to the new era of online classes. Eventually we switched on to online mode. Initially we
reminisced the nostalgic events at school, since in online mode the cultural side was taking a back seat due
to lack of activities but later on digital technology came to our rescue. It created a platform that could
nurture the feelings of being at school, even though at home. It rejuvenated the joyous atmosphere of
school days and once again children were back with zest and joyful energy, unleashing a wide spectrum of
creative skills. This news letter unravels the most precious moments of the online collaborative group work
and skill building activities.
My sincerest thanks to all those who have contributed to complete the news letter successfully and make it
endearing to all the readers.
Mrs. Tumpa Mitra

EDITORIAL BOARD

(Chief Editor)
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Mrs. Tumpa Mitra
Mrs. Anuradha Sharma
Mr. Koushik
Mrs. Asha
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"If you can't figure out your purpose, figure out your passion, For
your passion will lead you right into your purpose."
-BISHOP T.D. JAKES

